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Permanent tsb’s Asset Management Unit is a new contact centre in Dublin City Centre dealing with Mortgage arrears and
collections. Permanent tsb’s AMU approached Noble Systems and asked them to provide a complete contact centre solution
to meet their growing needs. The solution needed to be a complete package encompassing all areas of the contact centre.
Before deciding on the Noble® Solution, permanent tsb’s AMU went through a full due diligence process with a selection of
contact centre solution providers. Noble was chosen based on its functionality, commercials and compliance capabilities.

Ireland is unregulated in terms of dialling compliance, but permanent tsb wanted to ensure that they started this new contact
centre by following the same guidelines and principles set out by Ofcom in the UK. Customer service is key to their ethos and
therefore wanted a solution that would allow them to manage and minimize silent and nuisance calls to their customers.

Marc Hicks, Dialler Manager said “When choosing a supplier, we looked at a number of options. For us, the Noble Enterprise
solution ticked all the boxes in terms of functionality, commercials and compliance. We also wanted a supplier that was keen
to partner with us to provide a best in breed contact centre and foster a relationship that would last”.

Permanent tsb were delighted with the implementation process as the whole solution
was installed in less than four weeks. Praise was given to the engineers and subsequent
support on upgrades; Noble’s support team were described by staff at permanent tsb as
extremely helpful and knowledgeable.

The Noble Enterprise solution for permanent tsb includes the Noble Predictive Dialler,
call blending, SIPhony IP-based telephony platform, Composer Agent Desktop Scripting
& Workflow tool, ShiftTrack blended Workforce Management (WFM), Speech Analytics,
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IVR and IVR payment line. The key to increasing productivity has stemmed from the
Noble Enterprise Suite’s ability to automate many manual processes and to provide an
effective and granular system of monitoring and reporting on the collections staff.

Noble Systems’ main USP for permanent tsb was that they could maintain the dialler
in a blended environment without the need for a separate PBX. This meant that the
solution was more cost effective and the skills based routing was able to mimic telephony
functions. Today, permanent tsb have 235 staff using the Noble solution.

In addition to payments taken by agents, the Noble solution will enable automated
and self-service collections and mortgage arrears payments through the Noble IVR
payment line. In addition, the bank has recently launched dynamic call routing that
can intelligently route calls throughout the business based on information held on a
specific customer.
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In the future, the group aims to take advantage of the Noble platform’s open
design and integration abilities to provide their agents and staff with a fully unified
desktop that directly integrates agent workflow with their collections software, further
increasing efficiencies.

“Since installing the Noble platform, productivity has gone through the roof in terms of
Right Party Contacts,” states Marc Hicks, Dialler Manager. “We have seen increases
in contact and RPC rates across the board and the Noble dialler system has made
it possible to reach more customers than ever. We really hope the Noble system will
improve the experience our customers have when making contact with us here at
the AMU.”
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